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Join to help Hawaii’s ALICE population
By Norm Baker
The bill package announced at the
start of the 2020 legislative session is a
promising example of what a collaborative, community-wide approach
looks like in an effort to address serious systemic issues.
Within this comprehensive package,
House Bill 2541 addresses one of the
three top cost drivers for our families:
wages and tax burden. This
bill is a critical step to help
build the infrastructure and
develop the resources necessary to help our ALICE
population.

individuals in our communities.
The ALICE Report findings are sobering: 47% of our households are
barely able to provide for the six basic
essentials of housing, child care, food,
transportation, taxes and health care.
These families are left vulnerable because their budget — $28,296 for a single adult and $77,052 for a family of
four — does not allow for savings and
unexpected expenses.
It could take just one incident for these households to fall into a crisis.
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FOLLOWING THE great
recession in 2008, more
than 28,000 Hawaii households fell from financial staALICE stands for “asset
bility into ALICE status, and
limited, income constrained
more significantly, they
and employed,” describing
Norm Baker is
have not recovered. By
the many hardworking resi- interim president/
tackling the root causes of
dents of our state who have CEO of Aloha
ALICE, we can improve resia job — sometimes two or
United Way.
dents’ financial stability
three — but cannot afford
and prevent them from slipthe cost of living in Hawaii.
ping into poverty, increasing the deThe monthly struggle to make ends
meet leaves them with no “emergency mand on government support; or
worse, ending up homeless, as nearly
fund” or safety net to fall back on in
case of a health emergency, car repair 7,000 individuals on Oahu did in 2019.
The cost of living in Hawaii is one of
or other increase in expenses.
Aloha United Way introduced ALICE the highest in the nation, and as a result we are facing a decline of our popin 2018 when it came out with the ALulation. In many cases, ALICE
ICE Report to help quantify the thouhouseholds are the ones that are
sands of residents who live paycheck
forced to leave Hawaii. These departo paycheck, and to generate awaretures take a significant toll on our
ness of obstacles facing families and

labor force, business development and
government services, not to mention
the lasting effects to families and communities whose loved ones leave for
the mainland.
We have to do better for our families. The ALICE Report shined a light
on the issues, and now it’s time to galvanize all stakeholders to tackle the
root causes of financial instability here
in Hawaii. Partnerships with the state,
Legislature, nonprofits and the private
sector, including the Hawaii Executive
Collaborative, give hope that together,
we will solve these issues for our families.
Last year, a bill to raise the minimum
wage failed in the Senate. This year,
HB 2541 proposes to raise Hawaii’s
minimum wage with more gradual
changes so that employers have time
to adjust.
HB 2541 also includes tax breaks for
working-class people to create a fairer
taxation system for those who are paying a higher percentage of their income
to taxes.
HB 2541 is being discussed in committee Thursday morning, so now is
the time to make your voice heard.
Contact your legislators to show your
support for HB 2541, which is the first
step toward changing ALICE’s future.
By taking action, we can make Hawaii
better, stronger and more resilient for
generations to come.
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Don’t allow skimming
from state ERS fund

It is like deja vu all over again as the
state Employees’ Retirement System
(ERS) continues to be deeply underStar-Adverfunded (“Pension reforms would boost
said, “This
state,” Star-Advertiser, Our View, Jan.
d it should
22).
the city has
In 2005, Gov. Linda Lingle signed a
ent to the
law that forbade the Legislature from
e process of
skimming from the fund investment
profits over 8%.
mpses of miNow that the ERS is shakily returning
Hawaii histo health, the editorial states that,
anoramic
again, there might be looming big-ticket
n Ikaika Anexpenses that are of far greater imporea, has
tance than paying what is owed by a
ng overdue
constitutional mandate to retirees.
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portant
to take money from
ested and
what looks like a pot of gold in order to
cess.

(“Honolulu Mayor Kirk Caldwell proposes study of traffic congestion pricing,” Star-Advertiser, Jan. 16). Does the
mayor realize that most of the commuter miles driven are on state and federally funded roads, and not funded by
residential property taxes? Most local
families are hard-pressed to pay their
essentials, but the mayor thinks it’s OK
to add to their very high cost of living.
To compare Honolulu to London
and New York is mindless. Those cities
have high office-employment concentrations in their Central Business Districts (CBDs), with lots of well-paying
jobs, heavy use of taxis within those
CBDs and with extensive subway and
bus systems. Honolulu’s CBD workforce is small and being hollowed out
for multiple reasons, and that trend
has no prospect of changing.

Pentagon budget shows
American militarism
Whatever happened to diplomacy?
Why must we rely on the Army to fan
out across the Pacific to “win allies”
(“U.S. Army fans out across Pacific to
win allies, counter China,” Star-Advertiser, Jan. 27)?
We learn that 1,500 Schofield Barracks soldiers will soon head to Thailand, kicking off Pacific Pathways 2020
— a new wrinkle in the Pentagon’s
“places, not bases” mantra. As the
campaign escalates during the year,
the Philippines and other island nations will feel the heel of our military’s
“light but persistent footprint.” I doubt,
however, if the “not bases” part of the
policy will result in any downsizing of
our existing hundreds of basesPowered
in doz-by TECNAVIA
ens of countries throughout the world.

